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Introduction

Nuclear reactions between heavy and light particles can be induced either in
the classical way by bombardment of heavy particles with light ions or by bom-
bardment of the light particles with heavy ions. The latter way is referred to as
the "inverse" reaction. Since in the sixties heavy-ion beams became available, a
large variety of experiments have been performed with heavy-ion beams.

This thesis describes various aspects of "inverse" reactions between the lightest
nuclides, hydrogen and deuterium, and heavy ions in the range from carbon to
phosphorus. All experiments have been performed with the Utrecht EN tandem
Van de Graaff accelerator. In principle, these reactions could also have been
induced in the conventional way by proton and deuterium beams, but the use
of the "inverse" reactions was essential to obtain accurate results on the topics
studied.

Bombardment of a target with heavy ions usually induces a large variety of
reactions, of which in general only one is under study. That reaction has to be
selected by detection of the reaction products. In the experiments described in
this thesis, the reaction studied always results in one light ejectile and one excited
heavy nucleus. Coincidence measurements have been performed in which both
the emitted light particle and the excited heavy nucleus produced, or actually the
•7-radiation it emits, are detected.

Chapter 1 describes the system built for the acquisition of data obtained in
such coincidence experiments. The main purpose of this system is to filter out the
many unwanted signals from 7-quanta and particles produced in the background
reactions. The first selection is made by the choice of the experimental conditions
like bombarding energy, target thickness, detector types, distances, angular posi-
tions, absorbers, etc. But even with all these precautions a single detector may
produce in the order of 104 pulses per second, while only a very few are due to
the type of coincidence studied (see chapter 2). The acquisition system described
in chapter 1 was designed to filter out the unwanted data completely in as early a
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stage as possible.
Chapter 2 describes precision measurements of nuclear lifetimes and stopping

powers. The Doppler shift attenuation (DSA) method is a well-known technique to
measure lifetimes. It is based on the fact that the nuclei produced in the reaction,
which decay by 7-ray emission, and of which the initial recoil velocity can be easily
calculated, slow down in the target and backing material. If the nucleus decays
before it has come to rest, the emitted 7-quantum will display an energy shift
due to the Doppler effect. This effect is velocity dependent, and the slowing-down
process attenuates the measured Doppler shift. Hence de name: Doppler shift
attenuation (DSA) technique. If the nucleus has come to rest before the 7-ray is
emitted, there will be no Doppler shift. Since the decay is a statistical process,
it may occur at any time during the slowing-down process and, if the lifetime is
in the order of the slowing-down time (1O~14 — 10~ns), the peaks of monoener-
getic 7-rays will display broadening (see e.g. figs. 2.4 - 2.6). If the slowing-down
process is known, the broadened lineshape can be used to deduce the lifetime of
the excited state studied. High velocities of the 7-ray emitting nuclei correspond
to large Doppler shifts, which can be measured more accurately than small shifts.
Therefore high recoil velocities and thus inverse reactions are advantageous for
this type of experiments. This is demonstrated in a coincidence experiment with
the 2H(31P,p7)32P reaction, i.e. the inverse 31P(d,p7)32P reaction. The deuterium
is absorbed in thin Ti layers, evaporated on Au, Ag, Cu and Mg backings that are
sufficiently thick to stop the recoiling ions.

The two main reasons to perform coincidence experiments, i.e. to detect both
the 7-ray and the associated light ejectile, are:
- almost all other nuclear reactions do not produce simultaneously a 7-quantum

and a light particle of the same type in the same energy range, and thus can
be filtered out;

- the energy of the emitted light particle (almost) uniquely identifies the level to
which the heavy nucleus was excited, which means that cascade-feeding from
higher excited states (with other lifetimes) can be excluded.
The combined use of high-energy heavy-ion bombardment of a target contain-

ing light nuclei and the coincidence technique allows deduction of very accurate
lifetimes. The high accuracy is of interest since the accuracy of theoretical cal-
culations of nuclear transition probabilities also makes considerable progress. On
the other hand, the extended high-velocity Doppler shapes can be used to extract
more detailed information about the slowing-down process. This type of data is
also presented in chapter 2.

Chapters 3 and 4 deal with narrow resonances in reactions of nitrogen and
fluorine beams with hydrogen targets. In order to investigate narrow resonances
one prefers the use of thin targets. By bombarding clean foils of backing mate-
rial with heavy ions, very thin hydrogen-containing layers are deposited from the
residual gas in the vacuum onto the target foil. In chapter 3 it is shown that these
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layers can be used as thin hydrogen targets, which are useful for the observation
of narrow resonance peaks and hence for accurate determination of the resonance
energies. In fact the relative accuracy is so high (w 10~6) that even simple conver-
sion calculations should be treated carefully. Furthermore attention is payed to an
explanation of the observed total widths of the peaks in the resonance curves. It is
shown that, in addition to the intrinsic resonance width and the target thickness,
also the Doppier effect accounts for a significant fraction of the observed width, a
fact that was scarcely noticed in previous work.

Another advantage of heavy-ion beams is that they can be produced with
various charge states (in the present case varying from 2+ to 5+) and that hence
heavy ions with the same energy can be produced at totally different settings of the
accelerator and the analyzing-magnet system. This feature provides consistency
checks and is used to deduce an accurate energy calibration of the analyzing-
magnet system of the accelerator.

Finally, chapter 4 describes another application of the narrow resonances stud-
ied in chapter 3: "hydrogen profiling". In these measurements the narrowness of
the resonance provides a selective probe to determine the hydrogen concentration
profile throughout solid materials by bombardment with heavy ions. The yield
of 7-rays is proportional to the hydrogen concentration in the target. Since the
reaction takes place in only a narrow beam-energy range and the ions slow down
when traversing the material, the hydrogen concentration can be measured in thin
layers of the target. Variation of the beam energy provides a way to scan successive
layers of the target.

Chapters 1 and 3 have been published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods
[1, 2]. Chapter 4 was slightly adapted from an earlier version published in Spec-
trochimica Acta [3], and chapter 2 has been submitted for publication in Nuclear
Physics [4].
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Chapter 1

A modular acquisition system for coincidence
data

Abstract

A modular extendable acquisition system for coincidence data is developed,
which uses commercially available high-stability high-precision ADCs. The basic
functions in the system are incorporated each in a specific type of module, which
offers maximum flexibility. The user can define the relevant types of coincidences
by making the connections between the different modules. Many tools are provided
that make it easy to set up and to monitor the system. Data latching, a fast clear,
and the possibility of pile-up rejection are implemented. Extension possibilities,
included in the concept, are discussed. The maximum throughput of the system
is such that the conversion-time of the ADCs and the maximum data-rate of a
magnetic-tape unit are the limiting factors.
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1.1 Introduction

Nuclear coincidence experiments in which ^-radiation is detected with germa-
nium detectors require a data acquisition system with
(1) high-stability ADCs,
(2) the ability to handle high counting-rates, and
(3) a wide range of possibilities in timing.
In all cases the analog (energy-) signal should be kept free of delays to avoid loss
of resolution and it should be realized that, even if the coincidence counting-rate
is low, the singles counting-rates can be very high, which does affect the da*a.

Condition (1) prohibits the use of standard CAMAC facilities, since high-
precision high-stability 13-bit ADCs in CAMAC are not (yet) available. On the
other hand, in case of coincidences between e.g. a Ge-detector and a complex
heavy-ion detection system [l, 2], which in each event produces many signals with
a relatively low resolution, it might make sense to use a combination of high-quality
ADCs and CAMAC octal ADCs or TDCs.

Condition (2) leads to features like data latching, pile-up rejection, and a fast-
clear facility.

As far as the timing is concerned, it should be possible to handle different
types of detection systems which require different shaping-times of their main
amplifiers and an extra delay due to waiting for a possible veto-pulse e.g. in case
of Compton suppression. Thus condition (3) can be translated into "make as little
presumptions about the timing as possible".

With these requirements in mind and the wish to offer the user maximum flexi-
bility in selecting any specific fraction of the data, we developed a data acquisition
system that consists of a set of NIM modules with a well-defined specific function
each. It enables the user imposition of his demands on coincidence definitions
by selecting the interconnections between the different modules, flexible extension
and adaption for special applications, systematic stepwise set-up of the system, as
well as easy reduction to the simplest subset in case of trouble.

Section 1.2 describes the function of all the modules in the system and the way
in which they interact, without going into technical details. Section 1.3 outlines a
number of important aspects at a more technical level.

1.2 Principle of operation

Three basic functions can be distinguished within an acquisition system for
coincidence data:
(1) coincidence recognition,
(2) ADC control, which verifies that the ADC has seen a valid pulse, generates

an appropriate gate signal to start the conversion, and resets the ADC after
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data read-out or, if no coincidence is found, immediately, and
(3) read-out and transport of the data to the computer.

In our data acquisition system each of these functions is incorporated in a specific
type of module.
- The coincidence acceptance logic (CAL) provides for the coincidence recogni-

tion. One specimen of this module is needed for each separate type of coinci-
dence, which is defined by the collection of ADCs involved.

- The delayed-gate generator (DGG) controls the ADC. One specimen of this
module is needed for each ADC in the experiment. The user selects in which
type(s) of coincidence the ADC is included by connecting its DGG to the
corresponding CAL(s).

- The controller rules the actual read-out and transport of the data from the
ADCs via the DGGs and the internal bus to the computer.

Two additional modules complete the system.
- The mixer forms the interface between the controller and a variable number of

CALs.
- The first-word generator (FWG) is used to build a descriptor word that indi-

cates which ADCs are included in the coincidence.
Fig. 1.1 shows the complete system with all interconnections between the modules
in the most simple configuration.

1.2.1 Coincidence acceptance logic (CAL)
Three steps have to be distinguished in coincidence acceptance:

(1) recognition of a nuclear coincidence ("event") as defined by a specified time
relation between two (or more) pulses,

(2) the check that all ADCs involved have detected a valid pulse, and
(3) the check that all ADCs involved have succesfully completed the conversion

and have their data ready for read-out.
In contradiction to the suggestion of Nagashima et al. [3] we feel that the first
of these steps is essential: in our experience, coincidence acceptance based on
the "data ready" signals from the ADCs only, without a well-defined event-pulse,
introduces a lot of unwanted events. The recognition of the nuclear coincidence is
not included in the coincidence acceptance logic (CAL) but performed by standard
electronics. The CAL is triggered by a pulse indicating a nuclear coincidence, such
as the single-channel output from a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) or the
output from a standard coincidence-unit (e.g. Ortec 418A Universal Coincidence
or Canberra 2144 Fast/Slow Coincidence).

Steps two and three are accomplished as follows. Upon detection of a trigger
input the CAL provides a "legal coincidence" signal to all the DGGs to which it is
connected. Within an adjustable so called "coincidence acceptance time" (CAT)
all DGGs should respond with a "present" signal.
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CONTROLLER
LEGAL COINC. ~

DELAY DGG

Figure 1.1: The acquisition system for coincidence data in the basic configuration with
only two detectors (see text). Note that the TAC-output signal is not used here but can
be included in the coincidence by adding an extra ADC and a DGG, and that the mixer
is not used since there is only one CAL in this case.

If all DGGs reply, the CAL awaits the "data ready" (DR or "end of conversion")
signal from each ADC, which is transferred via its DGG. When all ADCs have
their "data ready", this is signalled to the controller module, which then starts
reading the data.

If one of the DGGs does not reply within the CAT, "legal coincidence" is
withdrawn, which initiates a reset-process in the other DGGs. In case of any
failure, e.g. pile-up or a conversion error in an ADC, the DGG involved withdraws
its "present" signal and this cancels "legal coincidence", which initiates a reset in
the other DGGs.

1.2.2 Delayed-gate generator (DGG) for ADC control

One delayed-gate generator (DGG) is needed for each detector in the experi-
ment. This module is triggered by a pulse from the standard timing electronics
for the detector, usually a combination of a timing filter amplifier (TFA) and a
constant fraction timing discriminator (CFTD).
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The ADCs are used in the so called "delayed coincidence" mode, where the
gate pulse should be applied a fixed time after the lower-threshold passage of the
input to the ADC (see also sect. 1.3.2.1). After triggering of a DGG the lower-
threshold discriminator in the corresponding ADC should confirm detection of a
pulse through its "total dead time" (TDT or "busy") signal, and (at least) one of
the CALs should announce detection of a trigger pulse (indicating a nuclear coin-
cidence) by means of the so called "legal coincidence" signal. If the DGG receives
both signals, it generates a gate pulse to its ADC. For adaption to the time delay
of the analog pulse (dependent on e.g. the shaping-time of the main amplifier), this
gate pulse has an adjustable delay and width. Parallel the DGG replies "present"
to all the CALs to which it is connected (one per type of coincidence the detector
is involved in).

If none of the CALs has been triggered, the DGG does not receive "legal
coincidence" and thus does not generate a gate pulse. Then the ADC automatically
resets itself. In that case or if something fails in the ADC conversion process
(e.g. an overflow), the ADC withdraws its TDT signal. If anything fails in the
subsequent steps in the coincidence acceptance process, the CAL withdraws its
"legal coincidence" signal. Withdrawal of either TDT or the logic sum of the
"legal coincidence" signals from all the CALs to which the DGG is connected is
interpreted as a reset condition. In the former case the ADC has reset itself, and
the DGG withdraws "present" to signal this condition to all the CALs to which it
is connected. In the latter case the DGG aborts the gate pulse and sends a reset
pulse to the ADC; after completion of the reset pulse the ADC withdraws TDT,
and this makes the DGG withdraw "present". If only one of two "legal coincident"
CALs retreats, this has no effect on the DGG since the other coincidence may still
be valid.

1.2.3 Controller

The controller, which directs the actual transport of the data to the computer,
is again a separate module. It forms the interface between the internal bus to all
DGGs (and the FWG) and the computer. It is also connected to the one CAL or,
via the mixer (see sect. 1.2.4), to a number of CALs, from which it receives "data
ready" as trigger input.

1.2.3.1 Completion of the coincidence

When the controller is triggered by the "data ready" signal from the CAL,
it sends a "select" signal via the CAL to the DGGs involved in the coincidence.
"Select" makes each DGG read the data from its ADC into an internal data-latch
and set its "data latched" flag. Then the controller sends a "reset" pulse, which
makes the CAL withdraw its "legal coincidence" and thus enables CAL, DGGs,
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and ADCs to accept a new coincidence while the controller reads the latches.

1.2.3.2 Data transport

Parallel to the "reset" pulse a protocol is started on the internal bus to read
the latched data from all DGGs.

First, all DGGs flagged "data latched" are instructed to set their "identifica-
tion bit" on the internal bus. The identification bits are read into the first-word
generator (FWG) to form an additional data-word describing which ADCs are
included in the coincidence. Then all DGGs are scanned, and those flagged "data
latched" (starting with the FWG, which in this respect behaves just like a DGG)
are subsequently read via the internal bus. The data are read into another latch in
the controller. From there they are transported, independently of the internal-bus
protocol, to a Digital DRll-B computer-interface, which is used as input device
for the list-mode data-reduction program SPECTRE [4]. If all DGGs are read, the
"data latched" flags are reset, and the controller is ready to accept a new "data
ready" input.

1.2.4 Mixer for multiple types of coincidences

If more than one type of coincidence is of interest, more than one CAL is
needed. The mixer was designed to enable connection of all of them to the con-
troller.

As soon as one CAL signals "data ready", this signal is transferred to the
controller, the "data ready" inputs from the other CALs are disabled, and the
returning "select" and "reset" signals from the controller are forwarded to the one
active CAL. After withdrawal of "data ready", which is the result of the controller
"reset" pulse to the CAL, all inputs are enabled again. Thus each coincidence is
treated on its own. If two CALs signal "data ready" at the same time, the mixer
selects one of them to be handled first.

If, however, two types of coincidence (each with its own CAL) sharing one (or
more) ADC(s) occur simultaneously, the two coincidences can be combined into
one event. For this reason the inputs of the mixer can be combined into groups
that, if more CALs trigger within one group, produce only one event from all
ADCs connected to all the active CALs within the group (see also sect. 1.3.4.1).

1.3 Technical description

Each of the modules is housed in a single-width NIM module. Fig. 1.2 shows a
timing diagram with the most important signals that are exchanged between the
different modules.
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TRIGGER INPUT

ANALOS PULSE

RTP (AOC)

TDT (ADC)

PUR (DGG)

VAR. DELAY

GATE PULSE

PRESENT

DATA READY

DATA LATCHED

RESET ADC

TRIGGER INPUT

ANALOG PULSE

TDT (ADC)

GATE PULSE

PRESENT

DATA READY

DATA LATCHED

RESET ADC

TRIGGER INPUT

COINC.ACC.TIME

LEGAL COINC.

DATA READY

SELECT

RESET CAL

BUS READ-OUT

Figure 1.2: Timing diagram. Only the most important signals in the handshake between
the different modules and the ADCs are shown.
(A) A normal two-detector coincidence. Both detectors signal "present" within the "co-
incidence acceptance time" (CAT), and the ADCs receive a gate pulse at the end of their
"rise-time protection" (RTP). If, after the conversion, both have their "data ready", this
is signalled to the controller. "Select" makes both DGGs flag "data latched", and the
"reset" pulse from the controller cancels "legal coincidence" in the CAL, which initiates
an "external reset" in both DGGs. Note that the read-out of the data via the bus is com-
pleted while the logic parts of the DGGs and the CAL have already started acceptance of
a new coincidence.
(B) A coincidence that is aborted due to pile-up in the first detector. Because of the
pile-up detection the first DGG does not signal "present", and completion of the CAT
initiates the reset of the CAL and the second DGG.
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1.3.1 Coincidence acceptance logic (CAL)

The logic diagram of the CAL is outlined in fig. 1.3. A number of points that
require further explanation are discussed in the following subsections.

1.3.1.1 Input and output signals

For both the DGG and the CAL, the triggei input signal can be either a
(positive) logic TTL pulse or a fast (negative) NIM pulse; all trigger inputs begin
with a circuit that converts the input pulse to a logic TTL pulse. Trigger pulses
are received via a front-panel BNC connector.

All logic inputs are equipped with a Schmitt-trigger gate to avoid double trig-
gering on a noisy pulse.

All outputs are equipped with a line driver to avoid overloading when one e.g.
monitors signals on a 50 H terminating oscilloscope. The interconnections between
the different modules are made with four-wire cables with Lemo connectors. The
"coincidence acceptance time" (CAT) is available on a front-panel BNC output
for easy adjustment. A CAL-TDT signal, indicating whether the CAL is busy or
not, is also available. Finally, the CAL has two "inhibit" inputs; grounding one of
these will prohibit acceptance of a new input pulse.

TRIGGER J\_
INPUT

CAL - BUSY OUT
COINC. ACC. TIMEOUT

LEGAL CCNNC.TO DGG»

LEGAL COINC. TO CONTROLLER

U OATA REACT TO
CONTROLLER

SELECT FROM
CONTROLLER

Figure 1.3: Scheme of the coincidence acceptance logic (CAL).
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1.3.1.2 Not-connected inputs

Up to eight DGGs can be connected to each CAL (for simplicity only four
connections are shown in the figure).

Both the logic sum and product of all "present" inputs are used: the logic sum
to inhibit a new input pulse, and the logic product to indicate a valid coincidence
and to avoid an automatic reset at the end of the "coincidence acceptance time"
(CAT). Thus all not-connected "present" inputs should be logic-zero in the idle
state but become logic-one as soon as one DGG signals "present". To achieve this,
all "present" inputs are connected via a pull-up resistor to a level that is switched
at the first "present".

All not-connected "data ready" inputs are pulled down to ground.

1.3.1.3 Inspection LEDs

Inspection LEDs are provided for a number of signals. Most of them are
connected such as to produce an (internally) adjustable flash on the edge of a
(short) pulse and to light continuously in a stable active situation, which is very
helpful in the test mode of the controller (see sect. 1.3.3.1). The CAL provides
LEDs for
- "active", which is defined as "legal coincidence" after the CAT, and thus is

equivalent to all DGGs "present",
- "data ready": the logic product of "data ready" from all DGGs,
- "select": the signal from the controller that makes each DGG in the coincidence

latch the data from its ADC,
- "external reset": a normal reset pulse from the controller,
- "internal reset": the CAT has expired before all DGGs are "present", and
- "inhibit": the trigger input is disabled.

1.3.2 Delayed-gate generator (DGG)

The logic diagram of the logic part of the DGG is displayed in fig. 1.4. In
addition to this logic part, the DGG contains a "data part", which forms the
interface between the data outputs of the ADC and the internal bus as described
in sects. 1.2.3.2 and 1.3.3.2.

1.3.2.1 Control signals to and from the ADC

The data acquisition system is used with Laben 8200 series [5] and Silena 7420
[6] type ADCs. A simple conversion circuit has been designed to make Canberra
8070 and 8080 ADCs [7] compatible to the Laben/Silena specifications.

The ADCs are used in the so called "delayed coincidence" mode. The lower-
threshold passage at the ADC input initiates an internal block-pulse ("rise-time
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VAR. PUR-TIME
2.9-25u»

ENABLE |
PUR r _

DISABLE ±

INPUT
CONVERSION

TRIGGER J l
INPUT

PILE-UP RESET

PRESENT

TDT RESET

Figure 1.4: Scheme of the logic part of the delayed-gate generator (DGG).

protection", RTP), which should enclose the top of the input pulse. The gate pulse
should be present during the 50 ns period following the end of the internal block-
pulse. This "delayed coincidence" mode is necessary to gain the time needed to
decide about the coincidence. It introduces some dead time, although it should be
realized that most of the RTP period would anyway be lost due to the shaping-time
of the main amplifier.

The reset pulse is applied to the ADC via the "run/stop" line, which enables
a fast clear at any time. In case of the Canberra ADCs, which do not support
a fast clear, the conversion circuit delays the reset pulse until the conversion is
ready and holds TDT until the ADC has actually been reset. It is for this reason
that the "present" signal from the DGG to the CAL is streched for the duration
of TDT by means of the "present flip-flop" (see fig. 1.4).

The data output lines of the ADC are permanently enabled; the moment of
transfer of the data into the DGG is determined by the select pulse, which enables
the data latches in the DGG.

1.3.2.2 Input and output signals

The input signal triggering the DGG is derived from the (fast) detector timing
electronics. Therefore the trigger input will in general precede TDT from the
ADC, and it is advisable to disable new trigger inputs while the DGG is busy. (Of
course the pile-up circuit (see sect. 1.3.2.3) is enabled continuously.)
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In case of a TAC signal, where the trigger input can be the single-channel
output of the TAC, or if the trigger pulse is delayed, e.g. in order to enable a
decision about Compton suppression, this sequence might be not so clear or even
inverse. Therefore this so called "late-input disable" can be overruled by a front-
panel switch on the DGG.

Except for the gate pulse, which is provided through a front-panel BNC con-
nector, all connections to the ADC are included in a 50-wire twisted-pair cable to
the data plug of the ADC.

1.3.2.3 Pile-up rejection

By means of a front-panel switch the DGG offers the possibility of pile-up
rejection. If two subsequent input-pulses arrive within an adjustable "pile-up
rejection time" and the gate pulse has not yet started, the DGG does neither
generate a gate pulse nor signal "present". If the gate pulse has started, the pile-
up detection is ignored. Since a direct translation of the trigger input into a logic
TTL signal is available, the implementation of this feature is trivial. The "pile-up
rejection time" is available on a front-panel BNC output to enable adjustment.
(See also fig. 1.2.)

1.3.2.4 Adjustment procedure

From the way in which the DGGs and the CAL mutually interact it is obvious
that there might be a problem in "bootstrapping" the system. If any adjustment
does not fit, the required handshake between the DGG and CAL will prohibit the
gate pulse to the ADC. Thus it would be impossible to adjust the delay and width
of this pulse, and so on.

This is solved through the so called "test mode" of the DGG. In this test
mode, which can be selected through a button on the DGG, the DGG operates
independently of the rest of the system. Upon each input pulse the DGG simulates
the "legal coincidence" signal from the CAL internally, which forces a gate pulse to
the ADC. After a simulated ADC conversion-time the dummy signal is withdrawn,
and this initiates a "normal" reset. This enables adjustment of the ADC-DGG
interaction independent of the CAL.

1.3.2.5 Inspection LEDs

The DGG provides LEDs for
- "present": the adjustable delay following a valid input pulse has completed

while in between the CAL has confirmed a "legal coincidence" and the ADC a
lower-threshold passage,

- "external reset": a reset-process is initiated through withdrawal of "legal co-
incidence" from the CAL,
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- "TDT reset": a reset-process is initiated through withdrawal of the TDT signal
from the ADC, e.g. as a consequence of an overflow or a conversion error in
the ADC,

- "pile-up reset": the pile-up rejection circuit has reset the DGG,
- "select": the DGG will be included in the subsequent read-out cycle by the

controller, and
- "scan": the scanning protocol via the internal bus has selected the DGG in

order to read its latched data.

1.3.3 Controller and internal bus

1.3.3.1 Controller module

The controller module is built around a programmable array logic (PAL) type
16R8, an octal 16-input registered and-or gate array. Inputs to the PAL are "data
ready" from the CAL (or the mixer), "init", "busy", and "ready", from the DRll-
B computer-interface, and the "scan return" line in the internal bus. Outputs are
"select" and "reset" to the CAL, "cycle request" to the DRll-B, two address-lines,
"strobe", and "scan", to the internal bus, and "enable input" to the data latch in
the controller.

The PAL uses an internal clock in the controller with a frequency of 2.67 MHz.
Handling one event takes five clock-cycles plus four for each DGG included in
the event. A front-panel switch offers the possibility to enable a test mode in
which it is possible to present either single clock-pulses by means of a button
or an external clock via a BNC input-connector. Also selectable via the front-
panel of the module is the so called "computer simulation mode", in which the
controller works independently of the computer: the signals from the computer
are simulated internally (cf. the test mode of the DGG). Both test modes are very
helpful in testing the system as well as in making adjustments.

The controller provides LEDs for
- "data ready", the input from the CAL that activates the module,
- "select", as generated by the PAL and sent to the CAL,
- "reset", also sent to the CAL, and
- "test", which is lighted if either an external clock is selected or the controller

is in "computer simulation mode".

1.3.3.2 Internal bus

The internal bus connects the controller to all DGGs and the FWG. It consists
of a 50-wire twisted-pair flat cable with connectors on the back of the modules.
The bus contains 16 data lines plus one parity line for the data (the parity bit is
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generated in the DGGs and the FWG). The read-out protocol uses two address-
lines and a strobe signal to transmit commands via the bus. A "scan" signal is
used to address the FWG and the DGGs successively. When the first module
has transported its data, "scan" is transmitted to the next DGG, and so on. A
terminator-plug connects the "scan" line to "scan return" to signal completion of
the read-out back to the controller, which then withdraws "scan" and waits for a
new input.

The descriptor word is built up as follows. In the first state of the controller
("set identification bit") all "selected" DGGs set the bit that corresponds to their
identification number. This is determined by a thumbwheel-switch on the front-
panel of each DGG. The identification bits are collected in the FWG. This module
consists of a slightly modified data-part of a DGG: the inputs of the data latch are
connected to the data lines in the bus, and it is the "set identification bit" signal,
which enables the data transfer.

1.3.4 Mixer

1.3.4.1 "Inclusive" coincidence mode

If one detector (A) in a coincidence experiment can take part in two types of
coincidences (A-B and A-C), also a triple coincidence (A-B-C) is possible. In such
a case there are two solutions: either the data are considered as one "inclusive"
coincidence, or two separate coincidences A-B and A-C are generated.

The second solution leads to two extra data-words, since the ADC-value from
detector A is transported twice and an extra descriptor-word is generated. This
fact also complicates sorting out "singles" data for detector A in the off-line anal-
ysis. Therefore, even without considering the underlying nuclear physics, it is
nearly always advisable to treat the data as one event. The fact that the coinci-
dence relation is transitive implies coincidence between B and C in such a case.
In the case of four detectors with two independent coincidences A-B and C-D,
however, it should be dissuaded to combine the data into one "inclusive" event,
because then there is no check on the coincidence between the two groups.

The "inclusive" mode is implemented as follows. After triggering by a "data
ready" input, the mixer examines all inputs that are marked "inclusive" to that
input (see sect. 1.3.4.2). If any of these inputs signals "legal coincidence" but
not yet "data ready", the mixer waits for that "data ready" before activating the
controller. Then the signals from the controller are forwarded to all the active
CALs in the "inclusive" group. If none of the other "inclusive" inputs has "legal
coincidence", or if the input that has "data ready" is in "exclusive" mode, the
controller is triggered immediately, and the single CAL is handled.
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1.3.4.2 The mixer module

The mixer module was designed to interface up to four CALs to the one con-
troller. Each of the five identical connections contains four signals: "legal coin-
cidence", "data ready", "select", and "reset". The first two are directed from
the CALs to the controller and are inputs to the mixer selection process. To-
gether with four signals from binary switches for combining the different inputs
into "inclusive" groups (see sect. 1.3.4.1), this accounts for twelve input signals.
The mixer selection process should provide "legal coincidence" and "data ready"
to the controller and four internal enable signals, which govern the forwarding of
"select" and "reset" to each of the four CALs. Realization of the above specifi-
cations, including a selection criterion for the case that two CALs are active at
the same time, leads to a very complex logic circuit. Therefore we formulated the
mixer as a "finite state" problem and solved it simply with a 4 kbyte EPROM.
The twelve inputs form the address for the EPROM, which provides the six out-
put signals. Both the inputs and the outputs of the EPROM are latched, and
an internal clock with a frequency of 1.75 MHz takes care of enabling the latches
with an appropriate phase-shift to account for the access-time of the EPROM. A
simple Pascal-program was written to provide the data-file that was loaded into
the EPROM.

1.4 Discussion

1.4.1 Performance evaluation

Various tests have been carried out on the performance of the data acquisition
system. The maximum meaningful acceleration is determined by the conversion-
time of the ADC and the maximum data-rate of the magnetic-tape unit of the
computer. The fast Laben model 8215 ADC has a conversion-time of about 8/ts;
a shaping-time of 0.5 /is of the main amplifier requires 2 /is rise-time protection,
which should be added to the conversion-time. This leads to a maximum data-
rate for the ADC of about 9 x 104 pulses per second. A fast tape-unit can write
125 inch per second. Writing data-blocks of 4 kW at a density of 1600 bpi results
in a maximum data-rate of nearly 90kW/s. In a test with a pulser simulating
a single detector, where the pulser signal itself was used as coincidence input to
the CAL, these limits were actually reached: 86kW/s, corresponding to 4.3 x 104

events per second (each event consists of one ADC-value plus the descriptor word)
if the data were written on tape, and 9 x 104 events per second if the data were
dumped to the null-device. Thus further acceleration of the acquisition system
would not have made sense and was omitted.

The data acquisition system has been used to full satisfaction in a series of
coincident DSA lifetime-measurements with two types of coincidences, as described
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in ref. [8]. At a total of about 16 million events in a ten days' experiment, not
even a single unwanted or illegal event was written on tape.

The relatively large number of differently coloured LEDs on the various mod-
ules, sometimes referred to as the "light organ", proved to be very helpful both
in the initial adjustments and during the measurement. After some experience we
could do most of the adjustments even without an oscilloscope and, even more
important, during one of the experiments the "TDT reset" indicator of one of the
DGGs made us identify and replace a malfunctioning ADC.

1.4.2 Suggested extensions

The modularity of the system offers many possibilities for extension or partly
adaption to specific wishes, whereas the rest can be used in the standard manner.
In this section some suggestions are provided.
- The DGG-CAL concept offers the possibility to impose some extra hardware

condition by means of an extra type of module which consists basically of only
the logic part of a DGG: when the CAL has been triggered, this module receives
the "legal coincidence" signal just like a normal DGG and should reply with
"present" within the CAT, or the coincidence is rejected (e.g. a window could
be imposed using the output from a single-channel analyzer as input to the
modified DGG).

- Feeding the CFTD output from one detector via e.g. a decade-counter to an
extra CAL offers a very simple method of including "reduced singles" data.

- Optical isolation can be inserted in the connection between the controller and
the DR11-B interface.

- Until now the system has been used with Laben 8200 series ADCs. As men-
tioned already in sect. 1.3.2.1 the ADC-DGG protocol enables adaption of
other types of ADCs to this protocol. Also a special version of the DGG can
be constructed for any special ADC, like e.g. an Ortec AD811 CAMAC Octal
ADC, which needs an early strobe instead of a delayed gate but does support
a fast-clear facility.

- In our version the data are transported to a Digital DRll-B computer-interface.
One could build another version of the controller module which transports the
data to a standard CAMAC input register and hence enables the use of both
CAMAC octal ADCs and non-CAMAC ADCs. In that case, however, one
should be aware of a sizable reduction of the maximum data-rate: since stan-
dard CAMAC ADCs lack a data-latch as included in the DGG, it is impossible
to reset them while the read-out is still in progress. Besides, the use of CAMAC
would severely complicate a possible optical isolation.

- Any specific wishes about the "descriptor word(s)" in each event can be solved
by modifying only the FWG module.
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1.5 Conclusion
We have developed an acquisition system for nuclear coincidence data based on

a modular concept. The user can define the relevant types of coincidences by mak-
ing the connections between the different modules. In addition we provided many
tools that make it easy to set up and monitor the system. This combination has
proved to be very powerful and flexible. The extension possibilities included in the
concept make the system valuable for many nuclear and non-nuclear applications.
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Chapter 2

DSA lifetime and stopping-power measurements
with the reaction 2H(31P, P7)32P

Abstract
Coincident Doppler shift attenuation (DSA) experiments were performed with

the reaction 2H(31P,P7)32P at E{31P7+) = 50MeV and thin Ti2H targets on Au,
Ag and Cu backings. Mean lifetimes of the Ex = 513, 1150, 1323 and 1755 keV
levels were determined with the experimental stopping powers of Forster et ah;
the averages are rm = 2640 ± 80, 252 ± 8, 472 ± 17 and 660 ± 50 fs, respectively.
These values are in good agreement with, but far more precise than the literature
values, except for the Ex = 1755 keV level, where the present result is higher than
the literature average rm = 510 ± 60 fs.

The present lifetimes were used as input in a further analysis of the experimen-
tal data and of an additional experiment with a target on Mg backing to determine
a consistent set of stopping power data for P ions with a velocity in the range 0—8v0

(v0 — c/137) in the four materials mentioned. A comparison of the results with
the experimental data of Forster et al. in Ag and Cu shows good agreement. The
present result for Au shows a somewhat narrower maximum at about 20 % lower
velocity than the maximum in Forster's stopping power. In a comparison between
the data of Forster et al. and the stopping powers from Ziegler's compilation the
present results are in favour of the former for all materials.

II
is
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2.1 Introduction

Coincident Doppler shift attenuation (DSA) experiments at high initial velocity
offer the possibility to measure Doppler patterns in great detail. The coincidence
requirement makes it possible to select one excited state and to exclude delayed
feeding. Furthermore, it defines a unique initial recoil velocity, and reduces the
background to nearly zero, especially in inverse (d,p) reactions, where, due to the
positive Q-value, the coincident outgoing proton can be detected at a backward
angle. Due to the high recoil velocity, the excited nuclei leave the target, which
always has a somewhat uncertain composition and stopping power, quickly and
slow down mainly in the backing material of which the constitution is better
known.

The results of such measurements depend on our knowledge of the heavy-ion
stopping powers. Accurate stopping power data for heavy ions in various materi-
als, however, are scarcely available [l]. Hence, for most ion-target combinations
one usually relies on calculated values as presented in the phenomenological com-
pilation by Ziegler [2].

The coincident high-velocity heavy-ion DSA method and its use to determine
accurate lifetimes have been described by Hermans et al. [3, 4]. Scherpenzeel et al.
[5, 6] performed DSA measurements on levels with accurately known lifetimes,
determined either by other methods (e.g. recoil distance) or by DSA experiments
with other slowing-down materials for which experimental stopping powers are
available, and used the lifetime as input to deduce experimental stopping power
curves.

In this paper that method is extended. High-velocity coincident DSA measure-
ments on excited states of 32P are used to determine both accurate lifetimes and
a consistent set of stopping power data in the four slowing-down materials used.

Sects. 2.2 and 2.3 describe the experiments and the analysis. Sect. 2.4.1 reports
the measured lifetimes, and sect. 2.4.2 treats the deduction of stopping powers and
provides a comparison with experimental data [l] and with Ziegler's calculations

[2].

2.2 Experimental method

A schematic view of the set-up of the detectors around the target is shown in
fig. 2.1.

High-velocity {v/t = 5.8%) monoenergetic unidirectional recoils of 32P in
excited nuclear states were generated by means of the reaction 2H(31P,p7)32P.
Beams of 50 MeV 31P7+ were obtained from the Utrecht EN tandem Van de Graaff
accelerator. This beam energy was chosen for maximum feeding of the levels under
investigation, i.e. in the range Ex — 513 — 1755 keV.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the set-up of the detectors and the target (see text).

Thin Ti targets were evaporated on Au, Ag and Cu foils and annealed in a 2H
atmosphere to form Ti2H. The experiment with the target on a Mg backing was
performed with a commercially obtained Ti2H target.

Protons were detected in an annular 200 fim thick Si detector around 0P = 180°.
An Au foil was placed in front of this detector to stop backscattered beam ions
and to suppress X-rays emitted from the target.

Data about the targets and detectors used in the four experiments are presented
in table 2.1.

The 7-rays were detected with a 90 cm3 n-type HPGe detector (Ortec 7-X)
placed at 07 = 0°. This detector was shielded with 2 mm Pb to suppress X-
rays and the 78 keV 7-ray from the first excited state of 32P. Since these lines
are relatively intense, they would significantly increase the counting rate of the
detector and hence the probability of pile-up and, for the 78keV line, of coincident
summing (see also fig. 2.3). This should be avoided in this type of measurements,
where the lineshape is important. For a further reduction of pile-up the singles
counting rate of the 7-ray detector was limited to 15000s"1 and finally the data-
acquisition system (see below) was used to reject events affected by pile-up. The
counting-rate limit mentioned above corresponded to a beam current of typically
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Table 2.1: Targets and detectors used in the four experiments

Backing

Material

Mg
Cu
Ag
Au

Thickness

[ H

300
50
25
25

Target

Ti-thickness
[/ig/cm2]

240
228
218
260

Au-foil

Thickness

[/H

3
3
3
5

Si

»i

162.9 -
162.9 -
161.2-
162.9 -

detector

P

170.2°
170.2°
169.2°
170.2°

n
[msr]

186
186
223
186

0
0
0
0

Ge detector

e1

- 23.4°
- 23.4°
- 22.4°
- 23.4°

n
[msr]

518
518
473
518

0.5//A (electrical) and a p-7 coincidence counting rate of about 5 s 1. The total
measuring time per experiment was 150 — 200 h, which means that about 3 x 106

coincidences were accumulated.
In order to produce this high current of 31P ions with charge state 7+ , it

was necessary to use carbon foils in stead of gas to strip the ions in the tandem ;
accelerator. However, the lifetime of a stripper foil under bombardment with the
high-intensity heavy-ion beam was on the average only about 1.5 h. Hence it was
necessary to mount a new set of 70 stripper foils in the accelerator half-way each
experiment, which caused a one day's interruption.

Especially in connection with the long measuring period and the above men-
tioned interruption, the characteristics of the 7-ray spectrometer were monitored
during the whole experiment. A 207Bi source provided coincident En = 569, 1063
and 1770 keV 7-rays. The source and an extra Nal detector were positioned such
that the source could irradiate both the Ge- and Nal detector (see fig. 2.1). The
207Bi source was shielded with 1 cm Cu to suppress its X-rays. The Nal detector
was shielded from the target area with 10 cm Pb. Parallel to the actual p-7 coin-
cidence experiment, 7-7 coincidences between the Ge- and the Nal detector were
recorded. The 7-ray spectrum thus measured with the Ge detector provided peaks
without any kinematic effect, which were used to determine the detector response :
function and to check —and, where necessary, to correct for— instabilities in the
Ge spectrometer (see also sect. 2.3.1). »

The 3 1P beams were collimated with a 0 = 2 mm diaphragm. During the
measurement the target spot was regularly changed in order to minimize the effects f ,
of radiation damage and carbon build-up. The latter was also reduced by a liquid- | »
nitrogen trap placed in the beamline somewhat upstream of the target chamber. I |

Standard electronics and the acquisition system for coincidence data described I a
in ref. [7] were used to transport the data to the event-mode data-acquisition and Jfj
-reduction program SPECTRE [8], running on a PDP 11/34 computer. Off-line
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data-reduction was performed with the program SPECTRE on PDP 11/34 and
11/70 computers and further analysis on a PDP 11/70 and a VAX 11/785.

2.3 Analysis

2.3.1 Production of spectra

As the first step in the data reduction, a total-coincident proton spectrum
is produced (see e.g. fig. 2.2). It shows protons coincident with any 7-ray, thus
without any gating on E^. The background is very low. The peaks can be readily
identified with the (groups of) 32P levels indicated in the figure. A partial level
scheme of 32P, showing the lowest levels and 7-ray transitions, relevant for the
present experiment, is displayed in fig. 2.3. The proton group corresponding to
the EK = 0 and 78 keV levels is suppressed due to the coincidence requirement and
(for the Ex = 78 keV level) the Pb foil placed in front of the 7-ray detector. Above
£ x = 2 MeV the level density is so high that the proton groups corresponding to
individual levels could not be resolved.

The 7-ray spectra were produced with windows on time and proton energy
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Figure 2.2: Total-coincident proton spectrum of the 2H(31P,p7)32P reaction. The energy
resolution is primarily determined by the solid angle of the proton detector, but also by
the Au foil which stops the backscattered beam ions.
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Figure 2.3: Partial level scheme of 32P (from ref. [9]), showbg the lowest levels and 7-ray
transitions, relevant for the present experiment.

to ensure direct feeding of the level under investigation. Standard corrections for
random coincidences were applied. As expected from the negligible background in
the proton spectrum, the coincident 7-ray spectra did not display any contaminant
peaks from background reactions.

In order to determine windows for the overlapping Ex = 1150 and 1323 keV
proton peaks, spectra were generated of protons coincident with E^ — 637 and
1323 keV 7-rays, respectively. The window on the relatively weak Ex = 1323 keV
proton peak could be set wide, since the corresponding 7-lines are not disturbed by
7-rays from the decay of the Ex = 1150 keV level. Vice versa, the Doppler patterns
of the E^ = 637, 1072 and 1150 keV lines in the decay of the Ex = 1150keV level
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are disturbed by the Compton continuum of the higher-energy 1245 and 1323 keV
decay lines from the 1323 keV level. Therefore we defined a number of narrow
proton windows and corrected the Ex = 1150keV 7-ray spectrum for contributions
from the decay of the £"x = 1323 keV level.

The coincident 7-ray spectra were sorted per running hour. Before adding the
one-hour spectra, their offset and dispersion were renormalized for shifts during
the long measuring time. The hourly calibration was deduced from 7-7 coincidence
spectra from the 207Bi source (see also sect. 2.2). Although the shifts amount to
typically only 0.1 — 0.2% over 200 measuring hours, they have the same order of
magnitude as the detector resolution. Renormalization of the one-hour spectra
thus leads to better defined and more symmetrical lineshapes with a better reso-
lution in the summed 7-ray spectra, which is important for the subsequent DSA
analysis.

2.3.2 Stopping powers

In order to extract mean lifetimes from the measured Doppler patterns, the
stopping power of the various backings (and of the target material) for the recoiling
ion should be known. The stopping power S varies with the velocity of the ion.
In the calculation the stopping power curve was parametrized as follows:

S{v) = Sn{v) + Se{v) (2.1)

with Sn(v) the nuclear stopping power and Se(v) the electronic stopping power.
Because of the high initial velocities used in this work the influence of the nuclear
component is small [6] and hence a first-order approximation suffices:

Sn(v) = anK*°hl/(v/v0) (2.2)

with K^ohr the Bohr estimate [10] of the nuclear stopping power at v — v0 = c/137,
where c is the velocity of light. The factor on is used to simulate the effects of
large-angle scattering; in accordance with ref. [11] its value is chosen as cn = 1.26.
The electronic stopping power is parametrized as

The parameters a0 ... as of this function were fitted to experimental data published 1
by Forster et al. [l], which cover the range v = 2.5v0 — 12.7vo. For v < 2.5vo, where |
Forster et al. provide no data, LSS theory [12] predicts linear behaviour; on this I
basis a few artificial data points were added by linear interpolation between zero
at v = 0 and Forster's data point at v = 2.5w0. The parametrization reproduces
the data with an accuracy considerably better than the 5% experimental error
given by Forster et al.
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2.3.3 Fits to the lineshapes

Analysis of the Doppler patterns in the final 7-ray spectra was performed
with the program DPA [6] which calculates Doppler lineshapes and fits them to
experimental spectra. The principal parameters, which can be optimized in the
fit, are:
- the lifetime of the level,
- the initial recoil velocity of the nucleus,
- the position of the 'stopped peak' (of 7's emitted at zero velocity) in the spec-

trum,
- the detector response function, i.e. a Gaussian with a low-energy exponential

tail plus a step function at the 7-ray energy,
- a residual background, and
- the stopping power parameters described in sect. 2.3.2.
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Figure 2.4: Histograms showing the Doppler patterns of the Ex = 1150 —> 0 and
1150 —* 78keV 7-ray transitions recorded in the experiments with targets on Au and
Ag backings. The drawn lines show the best fits.
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Furthermore the DPA program accounts for energy-dependent efficiency and
the geometrical properties of the ^-detector, including a relativistic correction for
the solid angle [3, 6].

The initial velocity was calculated from the reaction kinematics; during the
fitting process, it was allowed to vary slightly to account for specific target char-
acteristics. The position of the stopped peak and the parameters of the detector
response function were also slightly adjusted from the start values obtained from
the 207Bi 7-ray spectra recorded during the experiment. It should be noted that
the asymmetry of the detector response function was very small and that the ad-
justment of the peak width did improve the fits, but dit not influence the lifetime
results to a significant extent.

The fits were optimized by varying the lifetime. In this process only the v >
2.5u0 part of the Hneshape was considered; the rest was used only for normalization
of the total contents of the calculated lineshape to the contents of the experimental
Doppler pattern. There are two reasons to exclude the low-velocity part from the
fit.
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Figure 2.5: Histograms showing the Doppler patterns of the Ex = 1323 -> 0 and
1323 —̂  78keV 7-ray transitions recorded in the experiments with targets on Au and
Ag backings. The drawn lines show the best fits.
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- Experimental stopping powers in that velocity range are not available and
calculated values had to be used (see sect. 2.3.2).

- Especially in the Doppler patterns from the long-lived levels, the stopped peak
is relatively high. Since the errors in the experimental Doppler pattern are
principally governed by Poisson statistics, the relative weight of the stopped
peak would be high, whereas the lifetime information is mostly contained in
the high-velocity part of the lineshape.

Examples of experimental spectra with the fitted lineshapes are shown in figs. 2.4
and 2.5.

The analysis is complicated by the fact that the Ex = 1150 and 1323 keV levels
decay to both the ground state and the Ex — 78keV level (see fig. 2.3). For the
1150 —> 78keV 7-line the maximum Doppler shift is still below the 78keV energy
difference with the next higher 1150 —> OkeV 7-line (see fig. 2.4) and the patterns
are clearly separated, but the 1323 —> 78 and 1323 —> OkeV patterns are almost
touching each other (see fig. 2.5) and hence the windows used in the fit had to
be chosen very carefully. Actually, the En = 1150 and 1323 keV patterns were
fitted in 7-energy intervals that were strictly limited at the low-energy side, and
the E^ = 1072 and 1245 keV patterns were fitted to experimental spectra from
which the fitted En = 1150 and 1323 keV patterns had been subtracted.

Table 2.2: Lifetimes of 32P levels from the present coincident high-velocity DSA data,
calculated with the experimental stopping powers of Forster et al. [l]

Ex

[keV]

513

1150

1323

1755

E,

[keV]

513

637
1072
1150

1245
1323

1676

1

Au

2690 ±

248 ±
243 ±
266 ±

450 ±
470 ±

680 ±

rm[f

60

4
5
18

20
20

70

s]°) for backing

Ag

2660 ± 70

253 ± 5
244 ± 7
280 ± 20

490 ±30
500 ±30

730 ± 80

of:

Cu

2580 ±

265 ±
253 ±
305 ±

490 ±
450 ±

590 ±

50

5
5
17

20
20

80

Adopted

[fs

2640 ±

252 ±

472 ±

660 ±

'm

80

8

17

50
a> Statistical errors only.
*' The errors include a quadratically added error of 5 % in the stopping power
(see text).
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Deduction of lifetimes for the higher levels from the present measurement is
made impossible by this "overlap" effect. Under the present experimental condi-
tions the yield of the 7-ray lines deexciting those levels was anyhow very small.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Lifetimes

A summary of the lifetimes deduced from the present experiment is given in
table 2.2. The errors, except those in the last column, are statistical errors; they
include the effect of the statistical uncertainty in the other adjusted lineshape
parameters. The lifetimes determined from lineshapes of the various 7-ray transi-
tions deexciting one level for one slowing-down material may be simply averaged.
To account for the uncertainty in the stopping powers used, a 5 % error should
subsequently be added quadratically. The average of the lifetimes from the dif-
ferent slowing-down materials has been calculated under the assumption that the
errors in the stopping power data for the various materials used are independent.
It should be noted that the final error is dominated by the systematic error for
the lower levels and by the statistical error for the Ex = 1755 keV level.

Our final values are compared to the literature data in table 2.3. The present
lifetimes are in good agreement with, but far more accurate than those published
previously, except for the E* = 1755 keV level, for which the present lifetime is
somewhat longer.

Table 2.3: Comparison of the present 32P lifetimes with literature data

Ref.

[131

[15,16]

[9]

Type of work

(a,pir), coincident
(a, pf), non-coinc.
(a.pif), coincident

Omnibus average

Present

DSA
DSA
DSA

v/c [%}

0.7 - 1.0
0.8

1.2 - 1.3

5.8

Ex = 513

3000 ±900

> 2000

3000 ±900

2640± 80

1150

270 ± 65
210 ± 55
220 ± 60

230 ± 35

252 ± 8

N
1323

380± 80
580 ± 100
350± 70

410± 60

472± 17

1755 keV

510 ±110
615 ±110
460± 70

510± 55

660± 50

a

; • ' >

': il

Ij
I t
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2.4.2 Stopping powers

2.4.2.1 Comparison between the data of Forster et al. and Ziegler's
calculations

An additional measurement was performed with a Ti2H target on a Mg backing.
Since experimental stopping powers for P in Mg are not available, the calculated
values presented in Ziegler's phenomenological compilation [2] were used to analyze
these data.

The lifetimes, deduced along the lines discussed in sect. 2.3, are displayed in
table 2.4. The short lifetimes (for Ex = 1150 and 1323 keV) are longer and the
long lifetimes (for Ex = 513 and 1755 keV) are shorter than those deduced from
the measurements with Au, Ag and Cu backings. This effect might be due to the
different shapes of Forster's and Ziegler's stopping-power curves.

To investigate this possible explanation, the measurements with Au, Ag and
Cu backings were also analyzed with Ziegler's stopping powers. The resulting
lifetimes, however, were all in the range 2 - 8 % higher, for the short-lived as well
as for the long-lived levels. An example of the results is shown in fig. 2.6. The
stopping powers published by Forster et al. give a good fit for rm = 2.58 ps. The
pattern calculated with the same lifetime and Ziegler's stopping powers shows a
systematic deviation from the experimental spectrum; the optimal fit with those

Table 2.4: Lifetimes from the experiment with a target on a Mg backing, deduced with
the stopping powers from Ziegler [2], compared to the adopted averages given in table 2.2

Ex E, rm[fs]fl) rm[fs]
[keV] [keV] for Mg backing adopted*'

513

1150

1323

1755

513

637
1072
1150

1245
1323

1676

2540 ±

269 ±
266 ±
277 ±

504 ±
496 ±

550 ±

30

3
4
12

18
20

60

2640

252

472

660

±

±

±

±

80

8

17

50

"> Statistical errors only.
*) The errors include a quadratically added error of
5 % in the stopping power (see text).

f

i
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Figure 2.6: Histogram of the Doppler pattern of the Ex = 513 -» OkeV 7-ray transi-
tion recorded in the experiment with the target on Cu backing. The smooth curves are
described below.

a. The best fit with the experimental stopping powers published by Forster et al. [1],
which gives a lifetime rm — 2.58 ps.
b. The pattern calculated with rm = 2.58ps and Zieglcr's stopping powers [2], which
shows a systematic deviation.
c. The best fit with Ziegler's stopping powers, which gives rm = 2.63 ps.
The window used in the fit covers the range £ , = 522 - 558keV (see text).
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stopping data at rm = 2.63 ps is of course better but still worse than the original
fit (mainly in the medium velocity range). Since equivalent results were obtained
for all the Doppler patterns, it may be concluded that Forster's stopping power
curves yield better fits to the measured Doppler patterns than Ziegler's curves.

The systematically higher lifetimes obtained with Ziegler's stopping powers
can be explained simply from the fact that Zieglers stopping powers in Au, Ag
and Cu are systematically below the stopping data of Forster et al. for P in those
materials (see figs. 2.7 and 2.8). The inconsistent deviations in the lifetimes ob-
tained in the experiment with Mg backing, however, are unexplained. Because of
this inconsistency and the fact that the Doppler patterns calculated with Forster's
stopping powers provide better fits, we established our average lifetimes given in
sect. 2.3.3 from the experiments with Au, Ag and Cu backings, and the stopping
power of Forster et al., and did not include the Mg experiment.

2.4.2.2 Deduction of improved stopping powers

With the average lifetime as input one can inversely use the Doppler patterns
to fit the stopping power curves. For Au, Ag and Cu, the average value of the
stopping power will of course stay the same. The result for Mg will differ from
Ziegler's curve not only in shape but also in absolute value. In all cases, however,
the shape of the curve can be improved by fitting to the Doppler patterns.
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Figure 2.7: Electronic stopping powers for P ions in Ag. Displayed are the experimental
data of Forster et al. [l], the curve from Ziegler's compilation [2] and the present result.
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Figure 2.8: Electronic stopping powers for P ions in Au. Displayed are the experimental
data of Forster et al. [1], the curve from Ziegler's compilation [2) and the present result.

Figure 2.9: Electronic stopping powers for P ions in Mg. Displayed are the curve from
Ziegler's compilation [2] and the present result.
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In this process each Doppler pattern gives a set of stopping-power parameters
ao,ai,a2 . The a3's were not significantly different from zero and hence were fixed
to o3 = 0 in the fits. With each set of parameters, their errors, and the mutual
correlation coefficients (especially between a\ and a?, the correlations are very
large), the stopping powers and their errors were calculated for 21 velocities in
the range v = 0 — lOuo. For each material the 21 weighted averages were used
to fit the parameters of eq. (2.3). Examples of the resulting curves are shown in
figs. 2.7 - 2.9. Although the curves are shown for velocities up to v = IOUQ, it

640 660 680

E v [keVj

Figure 2.10: Histogram of the Ex = 1150 —• 513 keV 7-ray transition recorded in the
experiment with the target on Au backing and the calculated pattern for the adopted
average tifetime rm = 252fs (see table 2.2) and
a. the stopping power of Forster et al. [l], and
b. the present average stopping power (see text) for P ions in Au.
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should be noted that the maximum velocity in the Doppler patterns from which
the present data were obtained was v = 8i>o. The statistical errors calculated in
the weighted averages, which are based on the statistical errors in the fits of the
stopping-power parameters to the lineshapes, are small in comparison with the
errors in the original stopping powers of Forster et al. [l]. Hence, the accuracy of
the present results is about 5%.

The obtained stopping power curves for Ag and Cu coincide with the data
published by Forster et al. (see fig. 2.7). The present result for Au, however,
shows a somewhat narrower maximum at nearly 20% lower velocity (see fig. 2.8).
The intersection at u w 5.5v0 of the present result for Mg and Ziegler's curve (see
fig. 2.9) is consistent with the deviations in the lifetimes reported in sect. 2.4.2.1.

Subsequent calculation of the Doppler lineshapes with this average stopping
power obviously leads to a better fit than with Forster's stopping powers, as is
shown in fig. 2.10. These data suggest a direction in which the stopping powers of
Forster et al. might be improved.

2.5 Summary and conclusion

High-velocity coincident DSA measurements have been performed with the
reaction 2H(31P,p7)32P on thin Ti2H targets with Au, Ag and Cu backings. In
the analysis the experimental stopping powers published by Forster et al. [l] were
used to determine lifetimes of the Ex = 513, 1150,1323 and 1755 keV levels of 32P.
The results, summarized in table 2.2, are in good agreement with the literature
values, but far more precise, except for the Ex = 1755 keV level.

Analysis of these data and an additional experiment with a Ti2H target on a
Mg backing with Ziegler's stopping powers [2] favours the shape of the stopping
power curves measured by Forster et al.. It is demonstrated that measurements
of the type discussed here can be used to yield improved stopping power data.
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Chapter 3

A simple method for energy calibration of
heavy-ion beams

Abstract

A method is described for the calibration of analyzing-magnet systems of
heavy-ion accelerators. It makes use of resonances in inverse (p,a-y) reactions,
i.e. with heavy-ion beams on hydrogen targets. In stead of a gas target we use
the very thin hydrogen-containing surface layer on a gold foil, which makes the
method very simple and applicable to almost any accelerator. The use of different
charge-states of the heavy-ion beam for the measurement of the same resonance
provides internal consistency checks and makes it possible to cover a large energy-
range. The various contributions to the observed widths of the resonances used
are shortly discussed. The resulting magnet-calibration factor shows a linear de-
crease of about 0.2 % over the range of 10 — 35 MeV equivalent proton energy. This
calibration is used to determine an accurate energy, Ep = (429.88 ± 0.14) keV, for
the well known narrow 15N(p,a7)12C resonance.
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3.1 Introduction

During the last few years a remarkable revival has taken place of the interest
in the 15N(p, a/7)12C resonance at Ep = 429 keV and its equivalent in the inverse
reaction 1H(15N,a7)12C at £(15N) = 6.4 MeV. The latter reaction is used for
hydrogen profiling of solid materials [1-6], but also the nuclear resonance itself
has been investigated in detail [6-9]. The most remarkable result is the new value
for the resonance width. The 1982 review on the properties of A = 16 nuclei [10]
gives a value equivalent to F = 13keV (without error) in the inverse reaction,
but at least three independent recent experiments yield values almost an order
of magnitude smaller: F = (1.9 ± 0.2) keV [6], F = (1.8 ± 0.45) keV [7], and
F = (1.55 ± 0.17) keV [8]. The last of these values is adopted in the most recent
review [11]. This small width makes the resonance suitable for the investigation
of other quantities like the beam energy resolution and the contribution of the
Doppler effect to the observed total width [9, 12, 13].

This paper discusses some of these effects, but concentrates on an accurate
measurement of the resonance energy and on a simple but precise calibration-
method for analyzing-magnet systems of heavy-ion accelerators. The resonance
energy is quoted in both the old and the new review with a relatively large error
(Ep = (429 ± 1) keV) and has received very little attention in the recent work
mentioned above.

Accelerator energy calibration based on nuclear resonances has been described
before [14-16]. For proton energies above 4 MeV (p,n) threshold measurements are
most frequently used [15, 17-19]. Our method, which uses this narrow (15N + *H)
and similar resonances, each with different charge-states of the heavy-ion beam,
and the thin hydrocarbon contamination layer, well known from the profiling ap-
plications, as target, covers a wide energy range and is powerful because it provides
internal consistency checks.

In section 3.2 some attention is payed to the conversion from the "classical"
proton-capture reaction to the inverse reaction with a heavy-ion beam on a hy-
drogen target. Because of the high precision that can be achieved in this type
of measurements the conversion should be handled with some care. Section 3.3
describes the experimental method, and section 3.4 presents the results on the
resonance parameters and a discussion of the calibration method.

3.2 The inverse reaction

In laboratory situations A and B (see fig. 3.1) the energies available in the
center of mass, E*m and Efm are relativistically given by
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Figure 3.1: The classical proton-beam system and the inverse reaction.

and

•C'ion — ^ c m V

The condition E*m — Efm = Ecm leads to the relationm — Efm = Ecm

mH)c2)

^ P mH Mat + mp 1 4- Ecm/{2{MAt + mp)c
2) '

The latter equation can be written as

where 6 and ̂  are denned by

mH

M
at

and

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

Neglect of the binding energies of the stripped electrons gives mp = mn — me and
Mj*^ = Mat — 9"*e with me the electron mass. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) then
result in

Mat + mp
(3.7)
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and
pi -i

) " { ' >

The non-restrictive limitations Mion > 4 u, 9 < lOe, and Ep < 5 MeV result in 6 <
10~3 and 77 < 0.5 x 10~6. The relativistic correction r\ is therefore negligible and,
assuming rj = 0, the ratio Eion/Ep is calculated from eq. (3.4) with an accuracy
beter than 1 ppm. This ratio depends via 6 very weakly on the charge state of the
moving ion.

3.3 Experiment

3.3.1 Set-up

Beams of 15N and 19F with E = 6 - 17 MeV and charge state 2+ - 5+ w«re
obtained with a gas stripper from the Utrecht EN tandem. This accelerator has
a double-focussing 90° analyzing magnet with a radius of curvature p = 1 m. For
the measurements described here the slits at the object and image points of the
magnet were set at a width s = 1 mm each and the slit currents were used as input
to the stabilization system [20]. The well-known formula for the resolution of an
analyzing magnet, AE — Es/(2p), then leads to a beam energy spread limited to
0.05 %. From the observed relation between the beam current and the slit width
the actual beam energy spread was found to be (75 ± 15) % of this limiting value.

A schematic view of the target set-up is given in fig. 3.2. The hydrogen-
containing target was built up in-beam on a flat, 25 /xm thick, Au foil, positioned
in the small target chamber at an angle cf> = 45° to the beam direction. To
avoid disturbance of the measurement of the accumulated beam-charge by sec-
ondary electrons, the beam current was integrated both at the target and at the
surrounding insulated chamber.

H.I.-beam

insulator with 2 diaphragms

I Photomultipiier

Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the target set-up.
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Beam currents varied, depending on the beam ion and its charge state, from 20
to 100 nA (electrical) during the scans of the resonances and up to 230 nA during
the build-up of the target (see sect. 3.3.2).

Two diaphragms were included in the set-up. The first one (with a diameter
0 = 2 mm) collimated the beam. The second (0 = 2.5 mm) stopped beam ions
scattered from the first diaphragm and, since it was kept at a constant potential
of —170 V, formed a barrier for secondary electrons to enter or leave the target
chamber, which would have disturbed the beam-current measurement.

A liquid-nitrogen cooling trap was included just before the diaphragms, reduc-
ing the pressure in the target chamber to about 10~4Pa (7 x 10~7Torr).

The emitted 7-rays were detected in a 0 = 12.7 cm Nal detector positioned
at an angle 0 = 90° to the beam direction at a distance D = 2 cm from the
target spot. The Nal detector was shielded from the target with a 2 mm Pb foil
to suppress X-rays and low-energy 7-rays.

^ 5000 -,

800

Dose 19F3*[nC]

Figure 3.3: Build-up of the hydrogen-containing surface layer as function of the accumu-
lated dose of 19F ions.
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Figure 3.4: Yield curves for the xH(15N,a7)12C resonance at £(15N2+) = 6.4MeV that
were used for the determination of the thickness of the surface layer. The angle between
the beam direction and the target surface was 90° (x) and 22° (o), respectively.

3.3.2 Measuring procedure

3.3.2.1 Target stability

The target used was the hydrogen-containing contamination layer formed under
beam impact on a clean Au foil in a 10~4 Pa vacuum. The stability of this layer
is illustrated in fig. 3.3, which shows the 6.13 — 8.87 MeV 7-ray yield from the
reaction ^ ( ^ F , ^ ) 1 6 © at the resonance energy 2?(19F) = 16.44 MeV as function
of the accumulated dose of 19F ions. This measurement was performed with a
beam current of 230 nA 19F3+ which means that the horizontal range displayed in
fig. 3.3 corresponds to about one hour measuring time.

The very fast decrease at low dose is ascribed to the escape of water, the slow
build-up to deposition of hydrocarbons originating from oil out of the vacuum
pumps. From fig. 3.3 it is clear, that already after a short time the layer becomes
sufficiently stable to be used as a thin hydrogen target. The thickness at which
the layer stabilizes has been reported to depend on the vacuum conditions [21].
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3.3.2.2 Target thickness

The total observed width of a resonance yield curve is the quadratic sum of the
intrinsic resonance width, the target thickness, the Doppler contribution due to the
motion of the target atoms, and the energy resolution of the beam. This statement
is strictly valid only if the various contributions to the observed width are all of
Gaussian form. The Doppler contribution is indeed a Gaussian, the beam profile
has a form inbetween a Gaussian and a block, the target is assumed to have a block
profile, and the resonance itself has a Lorentz shape. Hence care should be taken
at this point. For a mixture of Gaussian and block profiles, the quadratic sum is a
good approximation, provided that the total width of the block-form contribution
is smaller than the sum of the widths of the Gaussian components. This condition
is fulfilled for the measurements described here. However, for curves of Lorentzian
shape a linear addition should be used. Whiting has reported a solution for the
mixed case of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian contribution [22]:

' Lorentz = r.observe!d 1-* GaussJ /•* observed* (3.9)

(0

o

ai

1500

1000

500

0

1H(15N.av)12C

E(15N3*)=6.4 MeV

19.60 19.65 19.70 19.75 19.80

NMR - Frequency of Analyzing Magnet [MHz|

Figure 3.5: Yield curves for the 1H(15N,a7)12C resonance at S(15N3+) = 6.4MeV, mea-
sured with increasing (•) and decreasing (o) magnetic-field strength.
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Figure 3.6: Yield curves for the xH(19F,a7)16O resonance at E(19F3+) = 6.4MeV, mea-
sured with increasing (•) and decreasing (o) magnetic-field strength.

Fig. 3.4 displays two measurements of the 15N resonance at E(15N2+) = 6.4 MeV
where the angle between the beam direction and the target surface was 90° and
(22 ±4)°, respectively. The only difference between these two measurements is a
factor cos 68° in the target thickness. This measurement provided two values for
the target thickness: d — (2.5±0.8) keV from the shift in the energy with maximum
yield, and d = (3.7 ± 0.9) keV from the difference in observed width, according
to the quadratic addition mentioned above. The adopted weighted average, d —
(3.0 ± 0.6) keV, leads to an actual contribution of riarget = (4.3 ± 0.8) keV in the
further measurements, where the target was placed at an angle of 45°. With
Ziegler's stopping powers [23] and the assumption that the composition of the
layer is (CH2)n, this value corresponds to a thickness of almost 0.4 jig/cm2.

3.3.2.3 Resonance curves

Resonance curves were taken by measuring the yield of the 4.43 MeV (for the
15N resonances) and 6.13 - 8.87 MeV (for 19F) 7-rays versus the field strength of
the analyzing magnet. The magnetic field is determined with a nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) probe and hence is given in terms of the NMR frequency / .
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The resonance curves used for the determination of the resonance parameters
were measured twice: once with increasing magnetic-field strength (and hence
increasing energy) and directly afterwards once again with decreasing field. This
method provided a way to control effects of hysteresis and a second check on
the stability of the target layer during the actual measurement. Examples of the
measured resonance curves are displayed in figs. 3.5 and 3.6. The two frequencies
thus obtained were generally found to agree within the errors and the weighted
average was used.

The complete final series of measurements used for the calibration was per-
formed within one week. Several of the resonances, especially the narrow one at
i£(15N) = 6.4MeV, however, were measured repeatedly with consistent results.

3.4 Results and discussion

3.4.1 Resonance widths

The different contributions to the widths of the observed resonances are pre-
sented in table 3.1. All numbers are full widths at half maximum (FWHM). The
observed widths are the weighted averages of the values obtained for each charge
state used (see table 3.2). As described in sect. 3.3.2.2, the width due to the target
thickness was measured for the narrow i?(15N) = 6.4 MeV resonance; the values for
the other resonances were calculated from this value with Ziegler's stopping pow-
ers [23] under the assumption that the composition of the layer is (CH2)n. Since
only ratios of two stopping power values are used in this calculation, the results
are fairly independent of the absolute values given by Ziegler. Changing the target
composition into (CH^Jn would affect the calculated values of the target thickness
by less than 5%, whereas the experimental error is 20%. The energy resolution
of the beam is calculated as described in sect. 3.3.1. The Doppler contributions
are calculated from the fit to the experimental results given by Zinke-Allmang and
Kalbitzer [13].

For all contributions except the intrinsic width, quadratic addition was used,
as described in sect. 3.3.2.2. The intrinsic Lorentz widths were calculated with

Table 3.1: Contributions to the observed widths of the four resonances")

Ion firt,(p)'>

1SF 872.11
10F 340.46
1SN 897.37
1SN 429

•' All energies

J\>bi*rv«d(H.I.)

93.0 ±2.8
53.0 ±2.6
31.7±0.9
13.5 ±0.6

and widths are

A«g«(H.I.)

5.2 ±1.0
5.8 ±1.2
3.6 ±0.7
4.2 ±0.8

in keV.

A,«»(H.I.

6.2 ±1.2
2.4 ±0.5
5.0 ±1.0
2.4 ±0.5

*» From

) Jboppler(H.I.)

21.7 ±0.3
13.6 ±0.2
17.4 ±0.3
12.0 ±0.2

reft. [11, 24].

•fintrin«c(H.I.)

87.2 ± 3.0
48.8 ±2.8
21.0±1.3
1.1 ±1.3

present

4.63 ±0.16
2.59 ±0.15
1.41 ± 0.09
0.07 ± 0.09

literature4'

4.7 ± 0.2
2.4 ± 0.2
1.70 ± 0.15
0.103 ± 0.011

.
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Table 3.2: Data on the resonances used in the magnet calibration

[keV]

19F(p,a7)16O

872.11 ±0.20

340.46 ± 0.04

15N(p, a~t)12C

897.37 ± 0.29

429 ± 1

Heavy-ion
charge state

3
4
5

2
3

iH(15N,

3
4

2
3

[keV]

a-y)16O

16439.2 ±
16438.7 ±
16438.2 ±

6417.8 ±
6417.6 ±

a7)1 2C

13355.2 ±
13354.8 ±

6385 ±
6385 ±

1

3.8
3.8
3.8

0.8
0.8

4.3
4.3

15
15

Shift due to
target thickness

[keV]

2.6 ±0.5

2.9 ±0.6

1.8 ±0.4

2.1 ±0.4

frequency at
maximum 7-ray

yield [kHz]

35528.7 ±1.3
26628.7 ± 0.6
21295.1 ±1.0

33293.3 ± 1.0
22179.8 ± 1.1

28437.0 ±0.7
21319.6 ±0.5

29521.9 ±0.6
19676.2 ± 0.3

"Equivalent
proton energy" b'

[MeVj

34.46
19.38
12.40

30.28
13.46

22.10
12.43

23.78
10.57

°' Promrefs. [11,24]. 61 See text.

eq. (3.9). To enable comparison with the literature values [10, 11, 24], they were
converted to the widths in the proton-beam system.

Although the present measurement did not primarily aim at accurate values for
the resonance widths, the accuracy obtained warrants a comparison with literature
data. The last two columns of table 3.1 indicate good agreement, except for the
E(p) — 897 keV resonance, where the present result is somewhat smaller. For
the E(p) — 429 keV resonance one could hardly expect a good accuracy from
the present method, since the intrinsic width is only a very small fraction of the
observed width.

3.4.2 Energy calibration

The resonances used in the energy calibration are shown in table 3.2. The
proton resonance energies are from Ajzenberg's reviews [10, 11, 24]. The heavy-
ion resonance energies were calculated from these data with equations (3.4) to
(3.8) (see sect. 3.2) and the atomic masses from Wapstra and Audi [25]. Half
of the target width was added to the heavy-ion resonance energies to find the
observed energies with maximum 7-ray yield. It should be noted, that the other
contributions to the observed width (as discussed in sect. 3.4.1) do not influence
the calibration.
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Figure 3.7: Results for the magnet calibration factor (see text).

The results of the calibration of the analyzing magnet are displayed in fig. 3.7,
which shows the calibration factor k as function of the so called "equivalent proton
energy"

kf2 =

These quantities are defined by the relation

E,c (3.10)

The equivalent proton energy Epqx", the energy a proton should have to follow the
same track through the magnet as the heavy ion, is independent of the charge state
and mass of the heavy ion and is thus a direct measure for the magnetic field. The
range E^' = 10 - 35 MeV displayed in fig. 3.7 corresponds to a magnetic-field
range of about 0.45 - 0.85 T.

The line drawn in fig. 3.7 is a fit to the seven points with small errors. The
two points from the £7(15N) = 6.4 MeV resonance were not included. These points
would anyhow hardly influence the fit because of their large errors, which are
caused by the large error in the proton resonance energy (see table 3.2). The line
is described by

Jfc [keV u/MHz2] = (27.5906 ± 0.0031)
-(2.40 ±0.12) x l [MeV]. (3.11)
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Table 3.3: Energy of the narrow 1SN resonance (in keV)

15N(p,a<7)12C
ref. [11] present

429 ± 1 429.88 ±0.14

xH(15N,a7)12C
calculated from present result

6398.0 ± 2.1 for charge state 2+

6397.8 ± 2.1 for charge state 3+

The points are very well described by this line (x2 = 0.2), but are clearly
inconsistent with a constant magnet-calibration factor (x2 = 13).

3.4.3 Energy of the narrow resonance in 15N + *H

From the measured NMR frequencies at maximum 7-ray yield and the relation
between the equivalent proton energy and the magnet calibration factor, new
accurate values were calculated for the energy of the Ep — 429 keV [11] resonance
in 15N(p,a7)12C. The weighted average, calculated after conversion to the proton-
beam system, and the resulting resonance energies with a 15N beam (for two
charge-states) are given in table 3.3.

To check the dependence of these values on the measured value of the target
width, the calculation of the fit for the magnet calibration factor k as function
of the equivalent proton energy and the subsequent calculation of the resonance
energies were repeated assuming the target width to be zero and twice the adopted
value as described in sect. 3.3.2.2. The deviations thus found in the final value for
the resonance energy were less than 20 % of the error in this value. Hence, this
result is not sensitive to the somewhat uncertain estimate of the target thickness.

3.5 Conclusion
A simple, fast, and accurate method is described for the calibration of ana-

lyzing-magnet systems of heavy-ion accelerators over a large energy-range. It uses
a mere gold-foil as target and a standard Nal detector. The whole procedure can
be accomplished within a few days, and the precision is limited mainly by the
accuracy of the resonance energies used. Moreover, the method provides internal
checks, since the measurements of the same resonance with different charge-states
should yield consistent results.

The use of the accurate energy calibration in the determination of resonance
energies is illustrated.
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Chapter 4

Determination of the hydrogen concentration in
silicon nitride films with the resonant nuclear
reaction 1H(15N,a7)12C

Abstract
The resonant nuclear reaction 1H(16N, ai)l2C at the resonance energy

£( I5N2+) _ 6.40 MeV has been used to investigate the hydrogen concentration in
silicon nitride films. This method is very suitable to determine hydrogen concen-
tration profiles with a good depth resolution (s=s 5 nm) over a large depth (« 2 /xm)
and has a sensitivity of a few tenths of an atomic percent.
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4.1 Introduction

In recent years the importance of hydrogen as dangling-bond terminator in all
kinds of semiconducting and insulating materials has been recognized. However,
due to its low atomic number, hydrogen can not be detected by the conventional
electron spectroscopic techniques as Auger electron spectroscopy and X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy nor by nuclear techniques based on elastic scattering as
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). An exception is the proton-proton
scattering technique [l, 2], but this method makes high demands upon sample
preparation. A nice method for hydrogen detection is of course infrared absorption
spectroscopy, either in the single transmission mode or with multiple internal
reflection. The method yields information about binding states, but quantification
is not always simple, whereas no spatial information can be obtained.

Recently nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) of thin films has gained consider-
able interest. Lanford et al. [3] have shown that the resonant nuclear reaction
1H(15N,a7)12C is very suitable for hydrogen depth profiling in solids. Up to now
the method was used to measure the hydrogen concentration in silicon (oxy)nitride
films, prepared by low-pressure chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD) [4] and by
thermal nitridation of thin silicon dioxide films [5].

In this paper the features of the method and the experimental set-up are de-
scribed and illustrated with measurements in LPCVD silicon nitride films.

4.2 Method

The hydrogen concentration [H] is measured by nuclear reaction analysis with
a 15N2+ beam from the Utrecht EN tandem Van de Graaff accelerator.

When 15N ions with a laboratory energy of 6.40 MeV collide with protons at
rest, the resonant reaction 1H(15N,a7)12C yields a particles and the characteristic
4.43 MeV 7-rays. In the present set-up (see sect. 4.3) the total observed width of
this resonance, including experimental effects, is only 13.5 keV [6]. This results in
a depth resolution in silicon (oxy)nitrides of about 5 nm. The off-resonance cross-
section is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the peak cross-section [7].
Hence, the yield of the 4.43 MeV 7-rays emitted under bombardment of the sample
with 6.40 MeV 15N ions is a direct measure for the hydrogen content of the topmost
layer of the sample. If the beam energy is increased (which can be done accurately
in steps down to 5 keV) the nuclear reaction does not take place at the surface in
a significant amount, but at the depth where the 16N ions have slowed down to
the resonance energy. Hence it is possible to measure the hydrogen concentration
profile through the film by stepwise increasing the beam energy and measuring the
7-ray yield during collection of a fixed amount of charge on the target at each step.
With the stopping cross-section tables of Ziegler [8] the depth in the target can be
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calculated from the difference between the actual beam energy and the resonance
energy. A second resonance at J5(15N) = 13.35 MeV limits the depth that can be
scanned to about 2 /zm. The depth resolution deteriorates with increasing depth
since the beam energy spread increases due to interaction of the 15N ions with
the target material (straggling). Apart from the straggling, whose influence is
noticeable at depths larger than about 100 nm in silicon, the depth resolution
is determined by the stopping power for 15N ions of the material in which the
hydrogen is detected. The larger the stopping power, which increases with the
density and with the charge number of the material under investigation, the better
is the depth resolution. In principle the depth resolution can be improved by
bombarding the sample under a small angle with the surface.

The sensitivity of this nuclear technique is limited by the (cosmic) background
radiation and by the non-zero off-resonance cross-section for the nuclear reaction
used. The latter results in a contribution to the measured ^-ray yield from the
reaction of 15N nuclei with hydrogen present at other depths than the probing
depth. In practice the lowest hydrogen concentration that can be detected amounts
to a few tenths of an atomic percent. Improvement of the signal-to-background
ratio by increasing the 15N beam current is not always possible because part of the
samples appear unstable under bombardment with high-energy ions (see sect. 4.4).

4.3 Experiment

A schematic view of our set-up is given in fig. 4.1. The target is positioned
in a vacuum of about 1.3 x 10~4 Pa (10~6Torr), such that it makes an angle of
45° with the beam direction. In order to avoid that secondary electrons disturb
the measurement of the number of 15N ions, the beam current is integrated at
both the target and the insulated surrounding chamber. Of the two diaphragms
included in the set-up, the first one (0 — 2 mm) is used to collimate the beam. The
second one (0 = 2.5 mm) stops 15N ions scattered from the first diaphragm and,

garget

— '*N2*beam

) (

Nal
insulator with 2 diaphragms

Photomuitipiicr

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the target set-up (see text).
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since it is kept at a potential of -170 V, it also forms a barrier against secondary
electrons entering or leaving the target chamber, which would disturb the current
measurement. The emitted 7-rays are detected with a 12.7 cm 0 x 12.7 cm Nal
scintillation detector, positioned at an angle of 90° to the beam direction, about
2 cm from the beam spot.

Beam currents used are typically 100 nA 15N2+; measuring time per point varies
from less than one to about five minutes.

4.4 Measurements

As an example hydrogen depth profiles in a LPCVD silicon nitride (Si3N4) film
are shown. These films were grown on crystalline silicon from SiH2Cl2 and NH3

at 820°C at a total pressure of 27 Pa (0.2Torr) and a NH3/SiH2Cl2 gas flow ratio
of 2.5 [9].

It is recognized that hydrogen atoms can be released from samples under the
impact of high-energy ions [10]. Therefore it is essential to check the stability of
the sample by measuring the 4.43 MeV 7-ray yield as a function of time and beam
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Figure 4.2: The 7-ray yield (equivalent with [H]) as a function of the 15N beam energy
(or depth) for a 60 nm Si3N4 film, as measured before and after annealing in vacuum for
1 h at 900°C.
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energy. Bombardment of the sample with ions of 6.525 MeV, which probes in the
SisN* film at a depth of 40 nm, showed no change in [H] at a maximum dose of
1.7 x 1016 ions/cm2, which is a dose sufficiently large for the measurement of a
complete profile. In the depth range 0 — 20 nm, however, a slow decrease in the
7-ray yield was observed as a function of bombardment time.

Fig. 4.2 shows the 4.43 MeV 7-ray yield as a function of the 15N2+ beam energy
(and the calculated depth in the foil, see sect. 4.2) for a 60 nm Si3N< sample before
and after annealing for 1 h at 900°C in vacuum. The large peaks at the film surface,
which originate from adsorbed water and/or hydrocarbons, were omitted in the
figure. The absolute concentration scale has been obtained by comparison of the
7-ray yield of the LPCVD film with that of a plasma-deposited silicon nitride film
with a known hydrogen concentration.

The relative minima in the profiles just below the surface are presumably due
to the above mentioned escape of hydrogen. Otherwise the hydrogen concentration
both in the original and in the annealed film is constant throughout the film and
amounts to about 3 at% in the unannealed film. Annealing for 1 h at 900°C
in vacuum results in a loss of hydrogen. Finally, it appears that the hydrogen
concentration falls within 10nm to a very small value at the SisN^/Si interface,
which indicates that only very little or no hydrogen diffuses into the underlying
silicon during growth and annealing.

4.5 Conclusion

Nuclear reaction analysis with the resonant reaction 1H(15N, a7)12C at the
resonance energy i£(15N) = 6.40 MeV is a very suitable method to determine
hydrogen concentrations in solid films. If attention is paid to instability effects
in the films, hydrogen concentrations down to a few tenths of an atomic percent
can be measured accurately with a good depth resolution, at least in atomically
smooth films.
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Samenvatting

Om een reactie tussen twee verschillende atoomkernen op gang te brengen
moeten die atoomkernen voldoende dicht bij elkaar gebracht worden. Dit kan
gebeuren door atomen van het ene type te bombarderen met deeltjes van het
andere type. Wanneer het gaat om een reactie tussen een zware kern en een lichte,
is vanouds de eenvoudigste weg om een bundel lichte deeltjes te versnellen en te
laten botsen op een trefplaat bestaande uit het zwaardere materiaal. Omgekeerd
is de reactie natuurlijk ook mogelijk te maken door zware ionen te versnellen en te
laten botsen op een trefplaat waarin zich de lichte atomen bevinden. Men spreekt
dan van de "inverse" reactie.

Versnellers die bundels zware ionen kunnen leveren zijn echter pas in de loop
van de zestiger jaren beschikbaar gekomen. Oorzaken hiervoor zijn dat dergelijke
machines in het algemeen ingewikkelder zijn dan versnellers voor alleen lichte ionen
en dat zij, om het zware ion voldoende snelheid te geven om de reactie op gang
te brengen, bovendien een met de massa van het ion evenredig grotere energie
moéten kunnen leveren. Voordat de ionen versneld kunnen worden, moeten zij
eerst op de een of andere manier vrijgemaakt worden in een zogenaamde ionen-
bron. Vanoudsher gebeurde dat in een gasontlading, hetgeen de keuze aan bundels
beperkte tot ionen die uit een gas gemaakt konden worden. De laatste jaren is er
echter een grote vooruitgang geboekt met bronnen die ionen kunnen losmaken uit
vaste materialen, waardoor het assortiment bundels aanzienlijk is uitgebreid.

Dit proefschrift behandelt een aantal toepassingen van "inverse" reacties tussen
de lichtste atomen die we kennen, waterstof en deuterium (zwaar waterstof) met
massa 1 en 2, en zware ionen in het gebied van massa 12 (koolstof) tot 31 (fosfor),
die versneld werden met de Utrechtse tandem Van de Graaffversneller. In principe
hadden de behandelde kernreacties ook op de klassieke manier met waterstof- en
deuteriumbundels tot stand gebracht kunnen worden, maar de hier gepresenteerde
nauwkeurige resultaten konden alleen bereikt worden door gebruik te maken van

reacties.
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Wanneer een trefplaatje wordt beschoten met een bundel zware ionen zullen
vele verschillende kernreacties optreden, waarbij verschillende soorten deeltjes en
straling kunnen ontstaan. In het algemeen wordt het experiment uitgevoerd om
gegevens te verzamelen over maar één van die vele mogelijkheden, en dus zijn alle
andere reacties te bestempelen als achtergrond. Om een goed onderscheid te maken
tussen deze achtergrond en de reactie waar het om gaat, is het vaak nodig om
tijdens de meting tegelijkertijd informatie te verzamelen over alle per kernreactie
gevormde deeltjes (een zogenaamde coïncidentiemeting). Voor de reacties die bij
dit onderzoek optreden geldt dat bij de botsing tussen het versnelde zware ion en
de lichte kern in de trefplaat steeds twee deeltjes gevormd worden: een licht deeltje
en een zwaar ion, waarvan de kern zich in een aangeslagen toestand bevindt. Het
gevormde lichte deeltje wordt opgevangen in een deeltjesdetector; de zware kern
zal na de reactie vanuit zijn aangeslagen toestand vervallen en daarbij een foton
uitzenden, dat met een 7-detector waargenomen kan worden. Beide detectoren
geven een signaal af, dat evenredig is met de energie van het deeltje respectievelijk
het foton. Omdat beide detectoren maar beperkte afmetingen hebben en zowel
het lichte deeltje als het foton in een willekeurige richting uitgezonden kunnen
worden, is de kans groot, dat het foton de ^-detector mist en/of het deeltje de
deeltjesdetector. Als beide "hun" detector "missen" gaat de hele gebeurtenis aan
ons voorbij; als beide in hun detector terecht komen hebben we alle gewenste
informatie. Een probleem ontstaat als slechts één van beide de goede detector
treft. Dan hebben we niet alle benodige informatie en dus is het signaal van die
ene detector in dat geval waardeloos.

Hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift beschrijft een systeem dat er voor zorgt dat
alleen als alle gewenste detectoren tegelijkertijd een signaal geven, die signalen
worden doorgestuurd naar de computer die de data registreert. Hoe belangrijk
een dergelijk systeem is, moge duidelijk zijn uit de volgende getallen. In het soort
metingen dat in hoofdstuk 2 beschreven wordt produceert een individuele detector
zo'n 10000 signalen per seconde; daarbij zijn er slechts ongeveer 10, waarbij twee
detectoren tegelijkertijd een signaal geven en dus een foton en een deeltje die
in dezelfde reactie gevormd zijn hebben gedetecteerd. Rond de 99.9 % van alle
binnenkomende data is dus waardeloos en het is natuurlijk enorm belangrijk zo
snel mogelijk alleen de resterende 0.1 % zinvolle data te selecteren. Het ontworpen
systeem is modulair opgezet, waardoor het voor verschillende typen metingen te
gebruiken is (ook met veel meer dan twee detectoren) en waardoor de gebruiker
een zo groot mogelijke flexibiliteit geboden wordt in het bepalen welke data hij wel
en niet zinvol vindt. Het systeem werkt zodanig efficient dat het meer data kan
verwerken dan de computer, die de doorgelaten gegevens opvangt, op magneetband
kan schrijven.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft coïncidentiemetingen waarin de levensduren van een
aantal nivo's van de kern 32P bepaald zijn. Hierbij zijn bundels gebruikt van S1P
ionen die versneld zijn tot ongeveer 6 procent van de lichtsnelheid. Met deze bun-
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dels is een trefplaatje beschoten dat bestaat uit een dun met deuterium verzadigd
laagje titanium (de eigenlijke trefplaat), opgedampt op een dikkere laag goud, zil-
ver, koper of magnesium, die dient om de in de kernreacties gevormde deeltjes af
te remmen. Met deze combinatie leidt één van de mogelijke kernreacties tot de
vorming van een proton en een aangeslagen 32P kern. Die aangeslagen 32P kern
heeft dankzij het gebruik van de inverse reactie een snelheid in dezelfde orde van
grootte als die van de 31P bundel. Hij verlaat daardoor snel het dunne titanium
laagje en remt af in de dikkere laag afremmateriaal. Tegelijkertijd zal hij echter
vanuit zijn aangeslagen toestand vervallen naar de grondtoestand en daarbij karak-
teristieke 7-straling uitzenden. Vervalt de kern pas als hij al stil staat, dan heeft de
gemeten 7-energie een precies bekende waarde. Wordt die 7-straling uitgezonden
terwijl de kern nog beweegt, dan zal de 7-straling een afwijkende energie verto-
nen als gevolg van het Dopplereffect. Deze energieverschuiving is afhankelijk van
de snelheid van de kern op het moment van zijn verval. Omdat dit vervalproces
een statistisch proces is, kan het verval optreden op ieder moment gedurende de
afremming; als nu de levensduur van de aangeslagen toestand vergelijkbaar is met
de afremtijd (10~14 — 10~n s), zal het 7-spectrum, waarin de hoeveelheid bij iedere
energie gemeten straling is uitgezet tegen de 7-energie, niet een smalle piek, maar
een uitgestrekt lijnpatroon vertonen (zie bijv. de figuren 2.4 - 2.6). Als de afrem-
ming van het ion bekend is, kan uit een dergelijk lijnpatroon de levensduur van
het kernnivo bepaald worden. Dit gaat natuurlijk des te nauwkeuriger naarmate
het patroon uitgestrekter is, dus naarmate de beginsnelheid van het ion groter is.
Vandaar dat inverse reacties voor dit soort metingen de voorkeur genieten.

Zoals al eerder is opgemerkt moet, om onderscheid te kunnen maken met
achtergrondreacties die ook 7-straling produceren, tevens het bij de reactie ge-
vormde proton gedetecteerd worden. Er is daarvoor echter nog een tweede be-
langrijke reden. Een aangeslagen kern kan behalve direkt naar de grondtoestand
ook naar een tussenliggende lagere aangeslagen toestand vervallen. Die tussen-
liggende toestand vervalt vervolgens wel naar de grondtoestand, maar de daarbij
uitgezonden 7-straling is dan beïnvloed door de levensduur van beide aangeslagen
toestanden en dat compliceert het bepalen van een levensduur uit het lijnpatroon.
Een dergelijk twee-traps verval kan op grond van de energie van het uitgezonden
proton worden uitgesloten.

De afremming (als functie van de snelheid) van fosfor-ionen in goud, zilver
en koper is experimenteel bepaald door een groep onderzoekers in Canada [l].
Uitgaande van deze gegevens zijn de levensduren van de aangeslagen toestanden
in 32P op Ex = 513, 1150, 1323 en 1755 keV bepaald als respectievelijk rm =
2640±80, 252±8, 472±17 en 660±50fs. Deze waarden komen goed overeen met de
literatuurwaarden, maar zijn veel nauwkeuriger, behalve voor het Ex = 1755 keV
nivo, waarvoor de nieuwe levensduur wat groter is dan de literatuurwaarde.

De afremming van fosfor-ionen in magnesium is nooit experimenteel bepaald.
Bij gebruik van een volgens een model berekende afremming [2] werden afwij-
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kende levensduren gevonden. Het experiment met magnesium als afremmateriaal
werd daarom andersom geanalyseerd: de uit de eerste drie experimenten bepaalde
gemiddelde levensduren werden gebruikt om uit de lijnpatronen de afremming van
fosfor-ionen in magnesium te bepalen. De gebruikte afremgegevens voor de an-
dere materialen leveren wel onderling consistente levensduren, maar de vorm van
de daarmee bepaalde lijnvormen komt nog niet optimaal overeen met de gemeten
Dopplerpatronen. Daarom is ook voor die materialen bekeken hoe, uitgaande van
de huidige Dopplerpatronen, de vorm van de kromme die de afremming als functie
van de snelheid van het ion beschrijft verbeterd kan worden.

De verschillende kernreacties die kunnen optreden wanneer een trefplaatje
wordt beschoten met een bundel hoog-energetische ionen zullen niet allemaal even
vaak voorkomen. In het algemeen is de intensiteit van een bepaalde reactie ook
afhankelijk van de gebruikte bundelenergie. Bij sommige reacties blijkt de zo-
genaamde opbrengstkromme, die de reactie-intensiteit als functie van de bundel-
energie beschrijft, sterke pieken te vertonen: "resonanties", die corresponderen met
quamtummechanisch mogelijke energietoestanden van de samengevoegde kern die
tijdens de reactie even bestaat.

De hoofdstukken 3 en 4 van dit proefschrift handelen over een aantal van derge-
lijke resonanties in de reacties van stikstof en fluor met waterstof, die geselecteerd
zijn omdat zij sterk en vooral zeer smal zijn. Voor het onderzoek van smalle reso-
nanties verdienen dunne trefplaatjes de voorkeur. Opnieuw worden inverse reacties
gebruikt, dus met het zware ion (i5N of 19F) als bundel en het waterstof in het
trefplaatje.

In het vacuum waarin zich de bundel en het trefplaatje bevinden, is altijd
nog enig restgas aanwezig. Een belangrijke component daarvan bestaat uit kool-
waterstofmolekulen, die afkomstig zijn uit de olie die gebruikt wordt in de va-
cuumpompen. Onder invloed van de hoog-energetische bundel worden dergelijke
molekulen gekraakt en zet zich op de plaats waar de bundel het trefplaatje raakt
een dun laagje koolwaterstof af. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt aangetoond dat dat laagje
gebruikt kan worden als een dun waterstoftrefplaatje. Daarmee worden smalle
resonantiepieken waargenomen en mede daardoor kunnen resonantie-energieën
bepaald worden met een nauwkeurigheid in de orde van 1 op 106. Bij een der-
gelijke nauwkeurigheid moet ook de analyse van de metingen zeer zorgvuldig
gebeuren; onder andere betekent dit dat het aantal elektronen van de bundelionen
niet meer verwaarloosd mag worden. Behalve aan de bepaling van resonantie-
energieën wordt ook aandacht besteed aan de verklaring van de breedte van de
waargenomen resonantiepieken. Het blijkt dat daarbij, behalve de door de kern-
structuur en de dikte van de trefplaat bepaalde bijdragen, ook het Doppler effect
een significante rol speelt. Tot op heden was dat nog nauwelijks opgemerkt.

Een voordeel van het gebruik van zware ionen als bundel is dat dezelfde ionen
met dezelfde energie gemaakt kunnen worden met verschillende ladingstoestanden
(in ons geval variërend tussen 2+ en 5+). Dezelfde resonantie kan dus, bij heel
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verschillende instellingen van de versneller en de analysemagneet, waarmee de
energieselectie plaatsvindt, met bundels van verschillende ladingstoestand gemeten
worden. Dit biedt mogelijkheden voor interne controle, maar maakt het bovendien
mogelijk om een nauwkeurige energie-ijking van de analysemagneet uit te voeren.
Daarbij is gevonden dat de "magneetconstante", die het verband aangeeft tussen
het magneetveld en de energie van de door de magneet doorgelaten bundel, niet
constant is, maar bij toenemende bundelenergie iets afneemt. Uitgaande van deze
nauwkeurige ijking is de energie van de smalste van de hier onderzochte resonanties
in de reactie van 15N met XH bepaald als Ep = 429.88 ± 0.14 keV.

Deze zelfde smalle resonantie wordt gebruikt in hoofdstuk 4. Dat beschrijft een
methode om het verband tussen de waterstofconcentratie en de diepte in diverse
materialen te meten. Omdat de bundel ionen bij het doorlopen van het materiaal
energie verliest en de reactie alleen in een heel nauw energiegebied optreedt, is
de opbrengst aan ^-straling afhankelijk van de hoeveelheid waterstof in een zeer
dun laagje in de trefplaat. Door de bundelenergie iets te verhogen kan een dieper
gelegen laagje bekeken worden.

Voor deze meetmethode bestaat grote belangstelling bij onderzoekers van sili-
ciumlagen die gebruikt worden voor "chips" voor onder andere computers. De
aanwezigheid van waterstof in dat soort lagen kan namelijk de electrische eigen-
schappen van het materiaal aanzienlijk beïnvloeden.

De hoofdstukken 1 en 3 zijn gepubliceerd in Nuclear Instruments and Methods
[3,4]. Hoofdstuk 4 is een enigszins aangepaste versie van een eerdere publicatie in
Spectrochimica Acta [5] en hoofdstuk 2 is ingestuurd voor publicatie in Nuclear
Physics [6].
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Velen hebben op een of andere wijze bijgedragen aan het tot stand komen van
dit proefschrift. Al die mensen wil ik bij dezen hartelijk bedanken, hoe groot of
klein, direkt of indirekt hun bijdrage ook geweest is. Een aantal wil ik met name
noemen.

In de eerste plaats mijn ouders. Zij stelden mij in staat te studeren en zagen
mij, vooral in mijn promotietijd, vaak onaangekondigd op de gekste tijden van het
lab thuis komen en soms ook weer vertrekken.

Mijn promotor, Prof. Dr. Cor van der Leun nam halverwege mijn promotie-
onderzoek de begeleiding over en heeft daardoor vooral in de fase van het opschrij-
ven een belangrijke bijdrage en door zijn inzet een grote stimulans geleverd.

Ger Engelbertink heeft mij enthousiast gemaakt voor de kernfysica. Hij moest
helaas halverwege als begeleider afhaken, maar ik heb veel van hem geleerd.

Van mijn oud-collega's Dick Scherpenzeel, Caret van der Poel en Henryk Ar-
ciszewski leerde ik veel op het gebied van levensduren en "stopping powers", kern-
fysisch meten en programmeren.

Collega Hans de Vries werkte, voordat hij naar Amsterdam "verhuisde" en-
thousiast mee aan het werk uit de hoofdstukken 1 en 3.

Frans Habraken is degene die vooral geïnteresseerd was in de meetmethode
beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. Aan het tot stand komen daarvan heeft hij ook zelf
een belangrijke bijdrage geleverd.

Van de overige stafleden worden met name bedankt: John Hoogenboom voor
zijn brede technische steun op de achtergrond en Klaas van der Borg voor zijn
inbreng op het gebied van de versnellermagneet.

Leen Verhoef en Evert van der Kley werkten als student mee aan het onderzoek
beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 en hebben in de analyse van die metingen veel werk
verzet.

En dan natuurlijk alle technische mensen. De versnellergroep: Ben Strasters,
Henk Kersemaekers, John van der Fluit en Bram Vermeer, die soms twee ver-
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schillende bundels op één dag maakten en er steeds in slaagden om de door mij
aan flarden geschoten stripperfolies binnen 24 uur te vervangen; de mensen uit de
werkplaats: Nico van Zwol, Tony van den Brink, Dirk Balke en Jan Sodaar, van
wie ik nog wel eens "even snel" iets wilde; onze trefplaat-specialist Adri Michielsen,
die er na veel experimenteren toch in slaagde mijn titaniumlaagjes vol met deu-
terium te krijgen; de electronici: Arie de Haas, Hugo de Vries, Cees Oskamp, Frits
Hoppe, Jaap Langerak en, hoewel wat verder weg, vooral Wicher Smit, die het in
hoofdstuk 1 beschreven data-aquisitiesysteem in elkaar zette; de computergroep:
Pim Ingenegeren, Hans Schrijver, Henk Mos, Wendy Ficker en Harry Jacobs, die
de PDP en later de VAX aan de gang hielden en altijd bereid waren mee te helpen
als ik problemen had met "hun" apparatuur; en Marian Oskam, die het eerste deel
van de figuren tekende (daarna besloot de subfaculteit dat zij dat niet meer mocht
en moest ik de rest zelf doen).

Dankzij de tegenwoordige tekstbewerkende programma's op de computer (deze
tekst is bewerkt met het programma IATgX) heeft Monique Fokke alleen de eerste
versies van hoofdstuk 4 getypt. Toch dient ook zij bedankt te worden; daarvoor
en voor haar diverse organisatorische activiteiten.

En natuurlijk Sjaan van Boggelen en Dora van Leur, bij wie je de hele dag
door kon binnenlopen voor koffie.

Last but not least mijn beide "meet-slaven" Cees Alder lies ten en Robert Jan
Elsenaar. Die wat vreemde betiteling, die zij overigens zelf bedachten, komt voort
uit hun meedraaien in de drieploegendienst gedurende de metingen uit hoofdstuk
2. Maar behalve dat (wat voor Robert Jan trouwens meestal tenminste één keer
een 24-uurs continu-dienst betekende) leverden zijn op nog veel meer punten een
onmisbare bijdrage, elk op hun eigen terrein.

Met Cees kon ik altijd over fysische problemen praten en, hoewel ik van zijn
commentaar op een stuk concept-tekst altijd eerst even schrok —er stond soms
meer bijgeschreven dan de originele tekst—, bleken zijn suggesties vrijwel altijd
zinvol.

Robert Jan is de stimulator achter hoofdstuk 1 en degene die de meetcomputer
aan de gang hield. Hij was het die, toen bij de overgang naar de VAX de software-
problemen maar even onder tafel geschoven waren, dwars door de controlekamer
een Unibus-kabel legde om twee computers aan elkaar te knopen zodat ik mijn
data tenminste nog kon sorteren.

Evert Jan Evers.


